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Enabling Clause and, 173–174
exceptions, 78–83
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national market power model, 35–59
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free trade unilaterally optimal, 36–37
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structure of economy, 42
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terms of trade, market access restrictions,
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trade-policy formation, politics, 44–45
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295–299
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laws, regulations, requirements, 268–269
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like products, Art. III.4 GATT, 269–272
nonfiscal instruments, 268–283
prima facie case, making, 285–286
review standard, no effects, no intent,

278–283
right to regulate, 245–246
taxation in excess, 267
Working Party (WP) Report on Border Tax

Adjustments (BTAs), 247–252
National Treatment (NT), interpretation,

299–341
aims and effect test, 334–335
Art. III GATT relevance, 326–327

Art. III GATT violation, Art. XX GATT
recourse, 329–330

complaints, relative facility, 327
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international efficiency, GATT, 329
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328–329
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consequences, 322–324
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